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ABSTRACT

authorizes

Named data networking (NDN) enables scenarios where decentralized content distribution based on names is the centerpiece of
networking. In this paper, we systematize two requirements to enable trust on a global scale in NDN, namespace management and
public key management. We provide a framework to systematically
assess and evaluate namespace and public key management systems, and relate their features to DNSSEC and Web PKI, the most
prominent and accessible implementations of both building blocks
on the current Internet. Our systematization of knowledge of existing approaches in NDN highlights strengths and shortcomings to
derive options for future research.
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Figure 1: An overview of entities, roles, and relations in
namespace and public key management in NDN
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“Internet Indirection Infrastructure” (𝑖3) [72]. Named-data networking (NDN) [84] is one of the most prominent and currently most
lively concrete proposals of ICN.
In NDN, the name-to-data binding, as the foundation of ICN, is
implemented by digital signatures over data packets that contain
both the name and data in the same packet. However, as NDN
names are not intrinsically bound to data, because any arbitrary
producer can claim a name and bind data to it, additional effort is
required to maintain referential transparency such that the relationship between name and data remains unambiguous. To achieve this,
two further bindings are required: (i) name-to-producer (as name
owner) and (ii) public-key-to-producer (as content generator). These
bindings rely on two buildings blocks. A namespace management
system is assumed that allocates namespaces (e.g., /org/ietf/*)
to producers and enables consumers to verify the ownership of a
name, and a public key management system to bind producers (and
possibly other roles such as namespace principals) to public keys, to
define key life cycle management and trust models. Authenticating
a name-to-data binding then succeeds transitively by first authenticating whether the producer is authorized to use that name, and
whether the private key used to sign the data is valid and belongs to
the producer. How these building blocks are implemented in detail
and which further assumptions are made may differ between NDN
applications. Considering an NDN ecosystem that allows for the
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INTRODUCTION

Information-centric networking (ICN) is a paradigm shift in networking that centers around the idea of naming data and having
the network layer handle name-based data discovery and delivery. The underlying premise of this idea is that people care about
data and not its topological location in the network [35]; an idea
which dates back to overlay networks such as P2P networks or the
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NDO w/ Arbitrary Data Payload
Content Name
/org/ietf/alice/cv.pdf

MetaInfo

NDO w/ Certificate Payload

name) that are separated by a forward slash. For example, the domain name ietf.org can be ndnified [3] as /org/ietf. NDN does
not put any constraints on names or their global uniqueness [85],
and explicitly leaves namespace management out of its specification [84]. Applications can freely define their own namespaces by
deciding on structure, e.g., number and order of components, and
semantics, e.g., using functional or constant name component of
names (see Table 1). Namespaces with a limited scope, e.g., local
scope of smart home applications, can be managed by a single entity,
whereas global namespaces, e.g., used in routing and forwarding
algorithms, need coordination among various stakeholders to avoid
naming conflicts. Retrieving data on a global scale requires globally
unique names [85].
In contrast to flat namespaces [20, 22, 39], the binding between
data and name of the data is neither self-authenticating nor selfcertifying in NDN. NDN needs extra measures to authenticate data
objects.
Object security to verify data integrity. Digital signatures in
NDN build the basis for object security. Object security allows for
securing data regardless of its location or transmission channel.
The minimal security assurance guarantees data integrity through
cryptographic hashes [48]. The security model of NDN relies on this
approach by requiring all NDOs to include a signed hash [84, 89]
covering an NDO name, metadata, signature information, and its
payload (see Figure 2). By computing the digest of an NDO and
comparing its signed hash, a consumer can verify that the NDO
has not been tampered with, i.e., neither the payload nor its name
or metadata has been modified. Note that only a signature by an
authorized producer is acceptable as a proof of data integrity.
A producer is identified by its certificate. Certificates in NDN
are special data packets that carry a public key as payload and are
identified by the following naming convention: /<IdentityName>/
KEY/<KeyId>/<IssuerId>/<Ver> [56]. The IdentityName is comparable to subject name of X.509 certificates [19, 34] and serves to
identify the certificate holder. Every signed data packet includes
a KeyLocator field [57] that contains the name of the certificate
which can be used to authenticate data signature. For certificates,
the KeyLocator field contains the certificate name of the issuer.
Note that a certificate is published under the namespace of its owner
denoted by the /<IdentityName> prefix. This implies that the certificate issuer is authorized to generate and sign NDOs under the
special prefix /<IdentityName>/KEY that it does not own.
Establishing trust in NDN resembles SDSI [65] by putting the burden of defining trust anchors and trust relations on each involved
entity [89]. It is noteworthy that this approach fundamentally differs
from the most prominent deployment of public key infrastructure
(PKI) on the current Internet, the Web PKI (see Section A.2 for an
overview). Beside authentication, public key cryptography is used
by NDN applications for encryption and access control purposes
(see Table 1).
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Figure 2: Examples of NDOs with arbitrary payload (left) and
certificate payload (right) in NDN.
involvement of multiple stakeholders requires interoperable design
choices, though.
In this paper, we investigate trust in named-data networking by
systematizing knowledge about namespace and public key management in NDN. Our analysis is based on surveying more than
30 NDN applications introduced between 2015 and 2021 at common ICN publication venues. We contextualize design choices and
requirements to derive a framework that may serve to compare
current and future NDN applications and derive a common understanding of namespace and public key management in NDN.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. We start
with a brief overview of NDN in Section 2. In Section 3, we discuss the relation of namespace and public key management to
name-to-producer and public-key-to-producer bindings in NDN,
and propose two taxonomies to better understand these two aspects and their roles in bringing trust to NDN. In Section 4, we
study, assess, compare, and discuss pitfalls of existing approaches
of namespace and public key management for NDN. We conclude
our paper in Section 5.

2

BACKGROUND ON NAMING AND
SECURITY PRINCIPLES IN NDN

The main purpose of a named data network is to find data objects
based on their names in a given context. Various naming schemes,
defining flat or hierarchical namespaces [16], have been proposed
by different ICN implementations, each with its own set of unique
features [2, 11, 22]. Names, at the core of ICN, are bound to data
objects (i.e., metadata and payload) to form named data objects
(NDO) as depicted in Figure 2. Name-to-data binding is realized
by producer signature over an NDO which also caters for data
authenticity and integrity. The basic premise here is that a producer
who publishes an NDO under a given name is authorized to use
that name. A producer is identified by its signature which can be
authenticated by the producer certificate. In this section, we give
a brief introduction on naming and namespace in NDN as well
as NDN security measures based on digital signatures (public-key
cryptography).
Naming and namespace structure. NDN uses a hierarchical
naming structure similar to domain names (see Section A.1 for an
overview of DNS and its security extensions). An NDN name is
composed of components [58] (comparable to labels of a domain

3

PROBLEM STATEMENT: TRUST IN NAMED
DATA NETWORKS

Authenticating name-to-data bindings in NDN presupposes authenticating name-to-producer and public-key-to-producer bindings.
These two bindings build the basis of trust in NDN by allowing
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Table 1: An overview of selected CCN/NDN applications and their namespace and key management requirements, based on
surveying research published at ACM ICN ’15–’21

Routing and forwarding

Namespace Requirements
Prefix

Functional Components

Name Format†‡

NLSR [31]

Network name

Site and router names

LSCR [29]

Network name

Sync
Security
Diagnostic
RPC
IoT

Confidentiality

Authentication

/<network>/<site>/<router>

–

Routing messages

Access Control
–

Site, router, msg type

/<network>/<site>/<router>/LSCR/LSA/
<typeID>

–

–

–

Link objects

–

SNAMP [5]

Global prefix

–

/<network>/<site>/

–

MNDN [55]

1. Global prefix
2. Name server

–
DFZ prefix

/<network>
/GNRS/<DFZ-prefix>

–

Link objects

Zone mappings

KITE [88]

Global prefix

Tracing segment

/<network>/<traceSeg>

–

Trace interest

–

LEO NDN[45]

Satellite location

–

/<baseNS>/<satID>

–

–

–

Sync interest
Sync reply

/<broadcast>/<appName>
/<producerID>/<appName>

Sync data

–

Sync group

1. Broadcast space
ChronoSync [90]
2. –
space1

PSync [86]

Multicast

–

–

–

MMORPG
Sync [52]

Game ID

Game instance

/<appID>/<gameInst>

–

–

–

ICN-based
MIS[9]

Identity

Application ID

/<idPart1>/<idPart2>/<appID>

–

Identities

Data

CCN-AC[43]

Sync interest and reply

Anonymizer domain Parameters

/<anonDomain>/[<encName>|<cmd>]

1. Query service
NDN OCSP [64]
2. Update service

–
/<ocspNS>
key ID and Update commans /<server>/<keyID>/<cmd>

NDN-ABS [63]

–

ABE public params

/<baseNS>/ABE/<public-params>

NCMP [49]

–

Command and params

/<baseNS>/register/<cmd>

NDN-Trace [38] Trace prefix

Parameters

/Trace/<pathType>/<traceType>/<name>
/<nonce>/<FaceID>

DNMP [61]

Parameters

/<root>/dnmp/<params>

Network root

Interest/Data Anonymizer/Caches

Interest/Data

–

Services

Update service

Data Packets

Producer

Consumer

Result

Requester

Server

–

–

–

(Replies)

Commands

Commands and
replies

–

Requester

Functions

NFaaS[42]

Execution prefix

Parameters

/exec/<appClass>/<func>/<input>

RICE [40]

1. Function name
2. Instance name

parameters
state

/<func>/<params>
/<instID>/<func>/<state>

(Input)

Results

(Server)

CFN [41]

Node name

Parameters

/<nodename>/<framework>/<params>

–

–

–

IceFlow [44]

Application name

Dataflow parameters

/<app>/<actor>/<instance>/data/<
partition>/<object>

–

–

–

Multi-Source
IoT [6]

Multi-source ID

producer/device ID

/<baseNS>/<msINT>/<deviceID>

–

–

–

(Data)

(Users)

(Devices)

Data Packets

Devices

–

Keyword-based –
ICN-IoT [10]

Function name and hashtags /<prefix>/<func>/<hashtags>

IoT
On- Network root
boarding [17]

Commands and parameters

/<root>/<cmd>/<params>

Traffic class

/<baseNS>/<trafficClass>

–

–

–

Globally unique vendor
/ device class

/<deplID>/<vendorID>/<devCls>

–

Vendor identity

–

IoT QoS [26]

–

FW
Update Deployment ID
IoT [25]

Misc

Key Usage

Name

NDN-RTC[24]

–

Steam and packet params

/<baseND>/streams/<streamID>/<
threads>/frames/<packetType>/<frame>
/<dataType>

–

Producer

–

CNS [15]

Organization

1. Administrative ID
2. Incident reponse ID

/<org>/authorities/<adminID>
/<org>/incidents/<incidentID>

–

–

–

TCP/ICN [51]

1. Forw. Proxy prefix TCP payload
2. Rev. proxy prefix TCP headers

/<prefix>/<tpc4tuple>/<seqNo>/<wrapNo>
/<prefix>/<tcpHeaders>/<nonce>

–

–

–

/<service>/<type>/<state>/<index><
digest>

–

Service timestamps

–

Content

Producer

Userspace

–

–

–

NDN
De- –
Lorean [81]

Chronicle Tree

NDNFit [82, 83] Trust root

User, device,
and app IDs

/<root>/<user>/<dev>/<app>

HPNM [77]

Video encoding
parameters

/<baseNS>/SVC/<name>/<params>

–

For the sake of simplicity name formats only represent most significant prefixes of names and omit the rest (e.g., segment component)
Notation: <> denotes a functional component that can be composed of multiple specific name components, [] denotes alternative components (separated by |), and constant
components are in bold type.
†

‡
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same time. If names-to-producer binding succeeds through certification of a producer public key (as we discuss in the next section),
either all producers must share the same key to announce their
local state changes under the broadcast namespace, or have their
public key certified both by the broadcast namespace owner and
the namespace principal of their own namespaces.
Allocation. Allocation describes how names are allocated to namespace principals in terms of granularity (i.e., allocation unit), cardinality of namespace to principal allocations, validity period (persistence), security of allocation method, and possiblity of delegating a
namespace to a third party (delegability). In DNS, for example, a
complete sub-namespace, a zone, is delegated to exactly one zone
owner, who can further delegate any part of its own namespace.
DNS allocations are not persistent, and zone ownership can vary
during time. The security extensions of DNS (see Section A.1) are
used to cryptographically secure delegations. On the top level of
DNS hierarchy, e.g., .gov, allocations might be subject to specific
eligibility requirements and rules defined by the namespace governance. Similar to zone delegations in DNS, In NDN a complete
namespace denoted by a prefix is allocated instead of single names.
Governance. We consider the set of rules, policies, and politics
around names and naming as namespace governance. To illustrate
this, we refer to the history of DNS and its evolution from local
HOSTS.TXT files to a globally distributed database governed by the
Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN). During this process the management of domain names, which mainly
used to be of technical character, was enhanced with policies agreed
upon among various stakeholders, and national and international
laws to regulate naming on the Internet, e.g., to address naming
conflicts due to trademark violations. Names in DNS, or more specifically namespaces in terms of zones, are allocated from ICANN to
registries to a single logical principal, the zone owner. Khare [37]
argues that such one-to-one mappings create a degree of scarcity
with political consequences, observed during the DNS reform and
emergence of ICANN. The importance of ICANN and more specifically its role with respect to transparency and accountability in
establishing trust on the Internet is also acknowledged in a report
by the Global Commission on Internet Governance [23]. Beyond
DNS, Bechtold [12] argues that designing and controlling a namespace in general brings about “politics, policy, and regulation”. Due
to its similarity both in terms of structure as well as semantics to the
DNS, we argue that an NDN namespace also requires proper governance to enable Internet-scale scope (see our previous work [74]
for a thorough discussion).
Occasionally, it is required to have a set of names, addresses,
etc. confined to a restricted context, e.g., a local or private network. The NDN forwarding daemon (NFD), for example, uses the
/localhost/nfd namespace for message exchange as part of its
management protocol [59]. Such namespaces must also be defined
as part of a namespace management governance.

Namespace
Management

Structure

Flat

Hierarchical

Governance

Scope

Allocation

Granularity Cardinality Persistence

Security

Organization

Delegability

Figure 3: A taxonomy of namespace management

a data consumer to verify that a name is not spoofed, and an authorized producer has generated the content bound to that name.
Achieving a common understanding of trust in NDN requires consensus among producers, consumers, and other involved nodes on
the network regarding the context that defines these bindings.

3.1

Name-to-producer Binding and Namespace
Management

Binding a name to a content producer requires authorization of
a producer to publish data under that name. In contrast to selfcertifying or self-authenticating names, names are arbitrary in NDN
and an external mechanism is needed to verify the ownership of
names. This includes namespace management to allocate names to
their legitimate owners (see Bechtold [12]) and functions that enable
consumers to securely validate name assignments. In Figure 3, we
propose a concise taxonomy of namespace management adapted
from prior work [12, 16, 37, 66, 70] based on structure, allocation, and
governance. After defining each aspect, we also briefly discuss the
pitfalls in each category that need to be considered when designing
namespace management for NDN.
Structure. A namespace structure can be flat or hierarchical. DNS,
for example, uses a hierarchical naming structure which is divided
into sub-namespaces or zones. Each zone can define its own set
of structuring rules. For example, the .us top-level domain (TLD)
defines a rigorous structure up to fourth level in its hierarchy [18].
NDN uses hierarchical names not only to improve interest forwarding and data delivery (e.g., through prefix aggregation) but
also to cater for semantically meaningful names, e.g., as the basis
for its security approach (see Section 2). In addition to its syntactical structure, a namespace can be structured along semantic
meanings of name components. For example, ChronoSync [90], a
synchronization protocol for NDN, defines a broadcast namespace
(e.g., /ndn/broadcast/chronos/chat) to synchronize the state of
messages published by producers under their own namespaces
(e.g., /wonderland/alice/chronos/chat).
Many NDN applications drive the namespace structure to ease
the development of applications (e.g., see Thompson, Gusev, and
Burke [75]). Using functional name components [60] to convey specific semantics leads to larger implication in global settings, though,
in particular when functional components are shared among multiple producers. In our previous example, ChronoSync, having a
broadcast namespace requires different producers to be authorized
both to a broadcast namespace and their own namespaces at the

3.2

Public-key-to-producer Binding and Public
Key Management

Digital signatures build the basis of the NDN security model. As producers are bound to public keys through certificates, securing NDOs
presuppose public key management. We propose a taxonomy for
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principal, and the namespace it is authorized to certify is unique and
unambiguous. So if an entity other than the namespace owner issues
certificates for that namespaces, those certificates are by definition
invalid and that entity is evidently misbehaving. Certificate logs
here can, nonetheless, be used by namespace principals to detect
misbehaving parent principals, e.g., when a namespace principal
delegates the same sub-namespace to two different owners.
A trust model also defines how valid trust chains between trust
anchors and any arbitrary key can be constructed. In DNSSEC,
there exists only a single verifiable path from any given key to
a TA which is constructed from that TA, e.g., root, to respective
zone along the delegation path. In contrast, the cross-certification
model of Web PKI with multiple independent trust anchors allows
multiple valid trust chains that cannot be reconstructed by an RP
without additional information from the subscriber. To address this
ambiguity, a web server provides the complete trust chain to its
client. Trust chains in NDN are built from bottom to top through
iterative following of KeyLocators and as such pose a surface for
availability attacks in which an adversary can trick an RP to start
building a trust chain that does not terminate with a TA or contains
loops, as we discuss in more detail in Section 4.
Key Management. Procedures and policies to create, distribute,
store, rollover, and revoke keys are referred to as key management [46]. Most commonly, keys are generated by their owners and
are only certified by a trusted entity. Key escrow systems in which
a TTP is also responsible to generate private keys are an exception
to this rule. In such systems the TTP generates both private and
public keys practically defeating the non-repudiation property of
digital signatures and creating a single point of failure in case of
compromise.
Key distribution defines how RPs can retrieve public keys. In
DNSSEC, keys of a DNS zone are bundled together as a DNSKEY
RRset, in Web PKI, the web server provides its certificate (signed
public key) to clients, CAs provide repositories that contain certificates of intermediate and root CAs, and browsers or operating
systems maintain trust stores that contain all trusted CAs. In NDN, a
certificate needs to be retrieved by its name just like any other NDO.
The KeyLocator field of an NDO defines the name of certificate
that can be used to authenticate that NDO.
Key rollover refers to the procedure of transitioning an old key
with a new one while maintaining the existing trust relations. In
Web PKI, rollover for leaf certificates are instantaneous while trust
anchors transitions succeed out-of-band by trust store maintainers
despite procedures defined for Root CA key rollovers in RFC 4210 [1,
§4.4.]. Key rollovers in DNSSEC are defined for both TAs [71] and
other keys [53].
Finally, in case of key compromises, the issuer or the key owner
revokes the key to avoid its further use. Although keys can be
cached and used as long as they are not expired, a relying party
still needs to regularly check if a key is not revoked. Revoking
keys in DNSSEC can succeed instantaneously but might lead to
inconsistencies due to cached keys, specially for KSKs for which
the respective DS record must also be updated in the parent zone
(see Osterweil [62] for a thorough discussion). Wang and Xiao [76],
for example, propose a method to roll over KSKs in emergency
situations without introducing temporal inconsistencies. In Web

Public Key
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Issuance Distribution Storage

Rollover Revocation

Figure 4: A Taxonomy for Public Key Management
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Figure 5: Public key management trust models—a) basic, b) hierarchical, and c) cross certified (loops denote trust anchors)
public key management based on trust model and key management
(see Figure 4).
Trust Model. One of the main challenges in public key cryptography is the establishment of trust in the public key. Various trust
models have been proposed to avoid manual out-of-band key exchange and verification by introducing trusted third parties (TTP)
that generate and store key pair (e.g., key escrow systems) or certify
authenticity of a public key (e.g., certification authorities). Here,
a relying party (RP), i.e., an entity that relies on the information
included in a certificate to make a decision, for example, a data
consumer, only needs to trust a limited number of TTPs and assess
the trustworthiness of any public key based on policies of this trust
model. Figure 5 depicts various trust models adapted from [36].
To establish TTPs, a relying party first needs to retrieve a set
of trusted keys, denoting trust anchors (TA), in a bootstrapping
phase. A trust model can define how trust is then deferred from a
TA to any other TTP [13]. In DNSSEC PKI [8], for example, a single
TA (root zone) is defined but RPs can decide to manually trust any
other zone as their TA, whereas in Web PKI any CA that fulfills
a set of requirements can be accepted as TA by operating system
or browser vendors as maintainers of a trust store [21] (see for
example Mozilla CCADB [54] or Apple root Certificate Program [7]).
In contrast to DNSSEC, CAs in Web PKI are not limited in their
certification so that a single compromised CA can issue certificates
for any arbitrary domain name and any identity. To counter this,
Certificate Transparency (CT) logs [68] were introduced so that
anyone can track which CAs issues certificates for which domain
names and subjects. Similar approaches to CT logs have been also
proposed for NDN [14]. However, as we see later in Section 4,
public key management solutions for NDN which unify the role
of namespace principal and CA for a given namespace, are less
dependent on such certificate logs. This is due to the fact that in such
cases the relationship between a certification entity, i.e., namespace
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PKI, the revocation status of a certificate can be verified through
Certificate Revocation Lists (CRL) [19] or the Online Certificate
Status Protocol (OCSP) [67]. Analogous solutions for NDN has also
been proposed such as suicide directories [79], distributed OCSP for
NDN [64], or the ledger-based revocation approach CertRevoke [78].
Improper key rollover and revocation can have negative security implications. RFC 7583 [53], for example, discusses how to roll
over DNSSEC keys without introducing inconsistencies in the network considering possibly cached records and propagation delays.
In NDN certificate validity is temporally bound. And the validity
of a certificate is bound by the validity of other keys in its trust
chain. The validity of a data packet, consequently, is determined
implicitly by the validity of its producer certificate. Such temporal
dependency not only impacts producers and consumers but also
intermediate and caching nodes. Rolling over or revoking a key
equals invalidating all data signed by that key. If a trust anchor or
intermediate CA rolls or revoke their keys before they are expired,
an adversary can use old, yet valid, keys for replay attacks and
disturb availability. Even data and certificates that are cached on
the network can lead to failed authentication in case of ill-timed
revocation and rollovers. The validity period of NDOs in general
also impacts caching. In NDN, caches keep an NDO for at least
until its freshness period (a relative value) expires. It is, however,
reasonable to purge an NDO from caches as soon as it expires even
if it still is considered to be fresh.

4

owner, e.g., under /org/ietf/alice/KEY prefix. Two possible alternatives can be imagined: (i) the issuer is both the namespace
principal and the certification authority of the parenting namespace,
e.g., /org/ietf, or (ii) identities are prefixed with a namespace delegated to the issuer, e.g., /letsencrypt/org/ietf/alice. Whereas
the latter approach requires a separate infrastructure for namespace management, the former solution (as used in NDNFit [82])
entangles namespace management and public key management,
unifying the role of namespace principal and certification authority.
Here, namespace delegation succeeds through certification, i.e., the
owner of /org/ietf namespace can delegate /org/ietf/alice
to Alice by signing her certificate under /org/ietf/alice/KEY
namespace (see Figure 2). Alice, as her own namespace principal
and CA, can in turn delegate any name under her namespace. Note
that although certification and key management are defined along
the hierarchical naming structure of NDN, the author does not
further specify name and certification delegations from the root,
i.e., the ‘/’ namespace.
The pitfall of unifying the role of namespace principal and CA
is that any data producer who owns its dedicated namespace must
also take care of key management. To take the burden of certificate distribution from the certificate owner, the author foresees
certificate hosts which act as always-on, long-time caches for certificates. An owner can then designate certificate hosts to distribute
its certificate(s) and is also responsible to make sure that the latest certificates are always stored by the certificate hosts. Yet, key
life cycle management remains a duty of its owner. To revoke a
certificate, its owner publishes a revocation certificate, i.e., a selfsigned version of the certificate, under the same name but with an
appended REVOKED name component. Certificate owner must then
actively respond to interests for the revocation status, e.g., interests
for /org/ietf/alice/KEY/1/1/REVOKED, using a signed NACK if
the certificate is not revoked. The fact that the key owner and not
the issuer is responsible for revocation and issuing signed NACKs
can be advantageous for an adversary. Consider that Eve has gained
access to Alice’s private key. Alice now wants to revoke its key but
Eve can suppress revocation certificates if she manages to publish
signed NACKs before interests for revocation status reach Alice.
An alternative approach proposed by the author is to have a global
“suicide directory” to register all revoked certificates resembling
a combination of Certification Revocation Lists (CRL) [19] and
Certificate Transparency Logs [68] of the Web PKI.
Beside revoking keys, single signatures can also be revoked in
this approach. Given an NDO, the signer needs to regularly publish
“signature status” under /<identity>/SigStatus/<hash>/<ts>
with hash being the digest of signed NDO and ts the publication
timestamp of the status. The content of the status denotes if the
signature is revoked. Producers can delegate this process to a third
party through a special certificate extension which is not further
detailed by the author. The downside of this is that publishing any
NDO obligates its producer to regularly publish a respective signature status even if no consumer is currently requesting that NDO.
An alternative would be to extend the SigInfo of an NDO (see Figure 2) to contain a validity period similar to the validity period
of DNSSEC signatures (RRSIG; see Section A.1). Although this alternative could increase the network traffic, it would bring two
advantages: (i) the producer needs to sign or re-sign data only if it

NAMESPACE AND KEY MANAGEMENT
APPROACHES FOR NDN

In this section, we review different namespace and public key management schemes proposed for NDN, describing each according to
the taxonomies introduced in Section 3 and summarized in Figures 3
and 4.

4.1

NDN Public Key Management (PKM)

Overview. In an NDN technical report, Yu [79] proposes a public
key management method for NDN which also allows integrating
namespace management based on naming semantics of certificate
issuance and ownership. The author defines the NDN certificate
format (preceding the current format [56]) and procedures to issue,
verify, and revoke signatures and keys. Here, a certificate name
is formatted as /<identity>/KEY/<keyID>/<ver>. The identity
component serves to identify the public key owner, e.g., /org/
ietf/alice. The process of certification implicitly delegates the
/<identity> namespace to the certificate owner to publish its
own data, e.g., revocation packets, as discussed below. To allow for
multiple keys to be bound with the same identity, each certificate
name is carries a keyID which (similar to a DNSKEY key tag) can be
used to distinguish keys of the same owner. A version number is
also included in a certificate’s name in case the same public key is
re-signed. The identity prefix is divided from key id and version
number with a constant KEY name component. This approach has
been (partly) implemented by NDN applications, e.g., NDNfit [82].
Challenges. Similar to the current naming convention for NDN
certificates, this approach requires that the issuer is authorized
to publish under the namespace that actually belongs to the key
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Table 2: Simplified trust schemata and exemplary names for
/org/ietf namespace with a single trust anchor

trust management system that defines both namespace as well as
public key management in terms of trust rules and trust anchors. A
trust rule is a mapping that defines the relation between an NDO
name and the certificate name of its signing party. Namespace
authorization in this approach are defined by rules that map noncertificate name patterns to certificate name patterns, and public
key management by rules that map certificate name patterns to
another certificate name pattern. Trust rules can be linked together
to form a trust chain ending with a trust anchor. A trust anchor
is denoted when a name pattern is mapped to a (set of) specific
certificate name(s). A trust anchor here denotes both a namespace
principal and a CA.
An example of trust schema is provided in Table 2. In this simple
scheme, Rule #1 defines a single trust anchor that controls /org/
ietf namespace. Rules #2 and #3 define administrators as CAs for
the producers authorized to names under user (/org/ietf/~/[
user]) and public (/org/ietf/public) namespaces. And finally,
Rule #4 and #5 authorize producers to publish under these namespaces.
Advantages. The main advantage of trust schemata is their expressiveness in defining namespace and key management policies.
For instance, in our previous example, an administrator can only
certify public keys and is not authorized to any namespace to publish non-certificate NDOs, while a non-administrator user may
publish NDOs under specific namespaces but cannot delegate subnamespaces or certify other users. Furthermore, as namespace and
key management are not coupled, a single entity (using a single
certificate) can be authorized to multiple namespaces (Rules #4
and #5).
Challenge: Key Revocation. Decoupling namespace and key
management require careful design of trust rules to cater for certificate (or signature) revocations while avoiding potential security
issues. In the following, using the example of revocation methods
proposed by NDN PKM (from the same author, see Section 4.1), and
CertRevoke [78], we discuss challenges of catering to key revocation when designing trust schema.
We start with a simple trust schema as depicted in Table 2. When
using NDN PKM, we see that a certificate owner is not allowed
here to publish a revocation notification, thus, leaving the burden
of revocation to the issuing CA. The pitfall, however, is that a
(compromised) CA can revoke a certificate that it has not issued
and still fulfill the trust rules. For self-referencing certification rules
(e.g., Rule #2.2), this property allows revocation of peering CAs as
well. To elaborate this we use the example of instances in Table 2.
It can be seen that Alice cannot revoke her certificate by publishing
a self-signed certificate under /org/ietf/alice/KEY/1/REVOKED
as she is not authorized to publish under that namespace. She also
cannot publish signed NACKs to indicate that her certificate is still
valid. At the same time, Eve can publish a revocation certificate
for Alice (Instance #3) despite that fact that Bob has issued the
certificate (Instance #4). Eve can also even revoke Bob’s certificate
(Rule #2.2.) or suppress revocation certificates with signed NACKs
in response to revocation status requests. Adding an extra trust
rule to allow for self-signing revocation notifications as follows:

Rules
# Name pattern (data or certificate)
1 <org><ietf><KEY>[id]

Name pattern (certificate)
→ /org/ietf/KEY/1

2.1 <org><ietf><admin>[user]<KEY>[id] → <org><ietf><KEY>[id]
2.2 <org><ietf><admin>[user]<KEY>[id] → <org><ietf><admin>[user]<KEY>[id]
3 <org><ietf>[user]<KEY>

4 <org><ietf><~>([user])<>*
5 <org><ietf><public><>

→ <org><ietf><admin><KEY>[id]

→ <org><ietf>([user])<KEY>[id]
→ <org><ietf>[user]<KEY>[id]

Instances
# NDO Name
1 /org/ietf/KEY/1
2 /org/ietf/admin/bob/KEY/1
3 /org/ietf/admin/eve/KEY/1
4 /org/ietf/alice/KEY/1
5 /org/ietf/~/alice/cv.pdf
6 /org/ietf/public/party.pdf

Key Locator
→ /org/ietf/KEY/1
→ /org/ietf/KEY/1

→ /org/ietf/admin/bob/KEY/1
→ /org/ietf/admin/bob/KEY/1
→ /org/ietf/alice/KEY/1
→ /org/ietf/alice/KEY/1

is actively consumed, and (ii) the validity period of an NDO would
define a hard and absolute deadline for caches to remove the NDO.
Finally, given an NDO, the process of validation succeeds as
follows:
(1) Verify that NDO name shares the same prefix with the certificate of the signing party as denoted in KeyLocator (assuming that certification and namespace delegation are unified)
(2) Fetch certificate and verify that it has not expired, i.e., the
ValidityPeriod holds
(3) Verify that the certificate is not revoked either by:
(a) Consulting the suicide directory or
(b) Confirming that no revocation certificate exists (signed
NACK with an un-revoked signature; see above)
(4) Verify that the NDO signature is not revoked
(5) Validate the NDO signature using fetched certificate
This procedure is then repeated for any intermediate certificate (an
NDO itself) by following the certificate chain until a trust anchor
is reached. The validation starts with an NDO, moves along the
delegation path, and ends with a trust anchor. To avoid multiple
round trips to authenticate a single packet, the author introduces
key bundle which contains all certificates required to validate an
NDO. A key bundle, however, does not obviate the need to verify
revocation status of included signatures.

4.2

Trust Schema

Overview. Based on the observation that different applications
might need to define different trust relationships, Yu et al. [80]
propose “trust schemata”, a name-based trust management system
for NDN. The idea of trust management can be traced back to
Blaze, Feigenbaum, and Lacy [13], who considered existing trust
mechanisms, e.g., PGP, as too narrow and inflexible and introduced
a language to express security policies, to validate if a credential
fulfills a policy, and to “defer trust” to third parties. As an established
part of NDN security specification, schematized trust in NDN is a

(<>*)<KEY>([id])([ver])<REVOKED> → (<>*)<KEY>([id])([ver])
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would solve these issues without giving any unnecessary privileges
to a certificate owner. Note that such rule still does not solve potential availability attacks discussed in Section 4.1. Another solution is
proposed by CertRevoke is to explicitly include the revoker identity
in a revocation packet and then utilize fine granular trust schema
rules to limit certificate revocations to their exact issuers or owners. For example, the revocation message for a certificate under
/org/ietf/alice/KEY/1/issuer1 (see Section 2) can only carry
the name /org/ietf/alice/REVOKE/1/[issuer1|self] and be
signed by the issuer (if last component is the issuer1) or the owner
(denoted by self name component). The downside of CertRevoke
is that to check the revocation status, a relying party needs send
out two messages (one with issuer ID and one with self) to make
sure that neither has revoked the certificate.
Challenge: Authentication. Assuming that revocation procedures are defined, authenticating an NDO using trust schemata is
similar to the procedure discussed previously (see Section 4.1) but
instead of step 1, a relying party need to verify that the name of an
NDO and its KeyLocator match at least one trust rule.
Furthermore, no a priori known authentication path may lead
to unstable behavior. As the trust chain is built from leaf to root (in
contrast to DNSSEC) but the authentication the other way around,
an adversary can deceive a relying party to construct a trust chain
that conforms to trust rules but do not end with a trust anchor.
Self-referenced trust rules even allow creating loops and increase
the length of the trust chain. This poses a serious attack surface for
availability. For example, an adversary can publish an NDO under
Alice’s namespace signed with a fake certificate /org/ietf/alice/
KEY/2 attributed to Alice. This certificate can then be signed by an
administrator whose certificate is signed by another fake administrator and so on. A relying party would then start authenticating
the fake NDO by constructing a trust chain that never terminates.
This problem can be solved by bundling the trust chain with an
NDO (see key bundle in Section 4.1).
Challenge: Scoping and Synchronization. Finally, Trust schema
suffer from two additional major shortcomings. First, the limited
scope. It is not possible to delegate trust management, i.e., having
another entity define trust schema for a sub-namespace. Consequently, a relying party need to fetch the set of trust anchors and
trust rules for every namespace that it aims to validate NDOs from.
Second, no possibility of synchronization. If the trust schema of a
namespace is changed at some point in time, there is no way for a
relying party to know which set of rules apply to which set of NDOs.
There is no temporal binding between an NDO and respective trust
schema.

4.3

Acquiring a namespace in NDNSSEC then becomes equal to a DNS
zone delegation. For example, the zone owner of www.ietf.org
is also the namespace principal of /org/ietf/www on NDN. Note
that, although approaches to distribute keys and other data using
structures similar to DNS has already been proposed before (see for
example NDNS [3] and KRS [47]), NDNSSEC emphasizes on taking
advantages of established technical and non-technical aspects of
DNS and DNSSEC [74].
To realize key management, the role of namespace principal and
CA for a namespace are unified. To authorize producers to publish
NDOs, a namespace principal includes respective keys in its zone’s
DNSKEY RRset (see Section A.1). In this approach, the name of an
NDO and its KeyLocator share the same prefix that is the NDN
equivalent of fully qualified domain name of the zone apex. The
KeyLocator field uses a simplified NDN certificate naming (see Section 2) with KeyId being the digest of a DNSKEY and empty values
for IssuerId and Ver name components. To fetch keys over DNS,
a consumer can either run a local DNS resolver [73] or rely on
a designated trusted third party (TTP) for key retrieval and its
translation into NDN certificates. The latter solution allows having
namespaces which are only valid within a private network [74], but
also allows the local resolver to publish certificates under namespaces that it does not technically own. Regardless of how DNS
records are introduced to NDN, i.e., through a bridge resolver or an
authentication chain, the lifetime of a key is defined by its covering
signature, i.e., RRSIG (see Section A.1). Respectively the certificates
that are generated by the bridge resolver must reflect the validity
period of the RRSIG that covers the containing key.
Challenge: Maintaining Trust Chains . To avoid retrieving DNS
records over the Internet, the authors suggest that zone owners
publish the complete authentication chain for their zones (similar to
key bundles in Section 4.1) or to mirror DNS data using NDNS [4].
The former option, however, requires zone owners to publish a
new chain every time any of the included records in the chain is
invalidated (recall that DNSSEC signatures have a validity period)
or a key is revoked. Furthermore, a zone owner must regularly scan
for changes in its parenting zone as DNS(SEC) does not define a
method to signal such changes. Authentication chains, just like
certificates, must also be enhanced with a validity period which
expires no later than the earliest expiration data of all involved
signatures.
Key revocation in NDNSSEC is defined as removing a key from
the DNS zone. And signature revocation for certificates is not required for keys, as each DNSSEC signatures (RRSIG) already carry
a validity period that semantically corresponds to a “signature status” (see Section 4.1). Another advantage of DNSSEC is the set
of well-defined key rollover procedures [53, 71] that also define
rollover procedures for trust anchors that spares the need for outof-band key exchange after an initial trust bootstrapping.
Challenge: Authentication and Authorization. Given an NDO,
the authentication process is similar to the previously discussed
procedure (see Section 4.1), but instead of step 2 and step 3, either a bridging reolver fetches and validates a certificate or an
authentication chain containing the key is retrieved and validated.
In the latter approach, the KeyLocator field carries the name of
the authentication chain instead of a certificate.

NDNSSEC

Overview. Using the example of DNS and observing changes in
the past decades, Tehrani et al. [74] argue that namespace management, specially on an Internet scale, requires attending to organizational and political aspects. Based on this, the authors suggest
using the DNS namespace for NDN to take advantage of existing
infrastructure without a need to establish organizations, policies,
etc. to attend non-technical aspects (e.g., an equivalent of ICANN).
Additionally, the proposed solution uses the DNSSEC PKI to secure
namespace bindings and is also used for key management in NDN.
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The major drawback of NDNSSEC is caused by the fact that not
single records, e.g., a single DNSKEY record, but the set of same-type
resource records are signed together. To validate if a producer is
authorized to publish under a namespace, thus, the keys for all
authorized producers must be retrieved to validate their covering
signature. This poses a major scalability issue as the number producers for a namespace increases. To authorize a single producer to
multiple namespaces, its public key must be replicated to all respective zones. Another shortcoming of NDNSSEC is its dependence
on DNS and a lack of specific solution on how to mirror DNS data
in NDN ecosystem.

4.4

that identity as expired as soon as a predefined amount of time
spans. For relying parties, however, there is no reliable way to verify
if a key is revoked at any point in time (e.g., compared to revocation
lists), while a compromised key can sign data as long as the validity
window is not expired. In case of HIBC, Hamdane et al. [28] note
that the revocation problem can be solved by simply revoking the
public parameters of the PKG which generated the compromised
key. The procedure of revoking a single PKG is not elaborated by
the authors, nonetheless, revoking a PKG equals to revoking all
keys generated by that PKG.
Authenticating an NDO in the approach proposed by Zhang et
al. [87] succeeds as follows:

Identity-based Trust

(1) Extract the name of NDO containing public parameters from
NDO’s metadata
(2) Retrieve public parameters and verify its validity (signed by
trusted PKG)
(3) Extract identity name from NDO’s metadata and construct
corresponding public key using retrieved parameters
(4) Validate NDO using generated public key

Overview. Zhang et al. [87] introduce a method to use NDN names,
or more specifically their string representation, to generate cryptographic key pairs using identity-based cryptography (IBC) [69].
Here, a ‘private key generator’ (PKG) is in charge of issuing private keys for identities. In this approach, the producer must first
consult a ‘Name Registration Service’ (NRS) to register a desired
name. If the registration succeeds and the producer is authorized,
the NRS also retrieves the corresponding private key (generated
using producer’s identity) from the PKG and forwards it to the producer. Namespace management in this approach is centralized and
handled by the NRS which also coordinates private key issuance
with the PKG. Relying parties can then use the public parameters of
PKG to generate public keys for identities. An identity is included
as metadata in an NDO, alongside the NDO name containing the
PKG parameters, and can also be part of an NDO name. However,
if the identity is not explicitly part of the name, i.e., no unique
name-to-producer binding is given, an authorized producer can
publish NDOs with valid signatures under any arbitrary name.
Challenge: Issuance and storage. Key escrow, i.e., the circumstance that an entity other than the key owner generates and stores
keys, is a common weakness of all IBC approaches (see Section 3).
Among the proposed solution, certificateless signature scheme has
recently also been proposed for NDN [32].
Challenge: Scalability. Having only one instance of NRS and
PKG, is an obstacle to scalability in this approach. To address this
issue, the authors propose a hybrid scheme where local instances
of NRS and PKG are responsible for smaller sections of the global
namespace. The public parameters of each sub-namespace is signed
by a set of CAs as part of a PKI that is trusted by relying parties,
e.g., DNSSEC. An alternative to address scalability is proposed by
Hamdane et al. [28] based on hierarchical IBC (HIBC). Here, instead
of a single global PKG or a set of domain-local PKGs, a root PKG is
designated, and key issuance can be delegated to subordinate PKGs.
A public key is then calculated from a given identity combined with
the identity of its ancestors.
Challenge: Key Revocation. Key revocation in IBC is its main
weakness. As a unique string is always mapped to a unique public
key (given a set of public parameters), and keys, public or private,
are not temporally bound, a key is considered valid as long as an
identity is considered valid and vice versa. Revoking a key, thus,
means revoking an identity and in turn revoking all data produced
and signed by that identity. To address this shortcoming, Zhang et
al. [87] propose to append a timestamp to identities and to consider

In the hybrid scheme, instead of step (2), the public parameters
are fetched from a trusted pre-defined PKI. Note that this procedure does not consider signature revocations. In the hierarchical
approach [28], the KeyLocator field contains the name of the NDO
with the public parameters of responsible PKG. These parameters
are signed by the parent PKG and having the root parameters suffices to generate public key for an identity on any arbitrary level
of the hierarchy. To authenticate an NDO, the following method
applies:
(1) Extract the name of certificate containing public parameters
from NDO’s KeyLocator
(2) Fetch certificate and verify that it has not been expired
(3) Verify that the certificate and the PKG parameters are not
revoked
(4) Validate NDO signature using fetched certificate
Similar to the procedure elaborated in Section 4.1, this procedure
is repeated for all intermediate certificates until the root PKG is
reached. Note that signature revocation is neither addressed here.

4.5

Summary

The landscape of namespace and public key mangement in NDN is
diverse and far from being standardized. We summarize our findings
based on our taxonomies (see Section 3) in Table 3 and Table 4 and
now discuss comprehensively pitfalls of namespace and public key
management in NDN.
Namespace Management. All approaches propose a local namespace, i.e., a context with limited scope, except NDNSSEC. NDNSEC
relies on the DNS as its underlying namespace with globally unique
names, all other solutions are only suitable for local namespace
management due to lack of well-defined name allocation and collision avoidance on a global scale. All but IBC and HIBC cater for
allocating names to multiple producers. Identity based namespace
management alongside trust schemata define permanent name allocations which cannot be delegated further. To void allocations in
(H)IBC, either the PKG must rollover its parameters (both public
and private) and consequently void all its generated keys (as proof
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Table 3: Summary of namespace management approaches in NDN based on taxonomy in Figure 3
Allocation
Structure

Granularity

Cardinality

Governance

Persistence

Security

Delegability

Scope

Organization
Centralized

NDN PKM [79]

Hierarchical

Subspace

1-n

Transient

TA Signature

✓

Local

Trust Schema [80]

Hierarchical

Arbitrary

1-n

Permanent

TA Signature

✘

Local

Centralized

NDNSSEC [74]

Hierarchical

Subspace

1-n

Transient

DNSSEC PKI

✓

Global

Centralized

IBC [87] & HIBC [28]

Hierarchical

Subspace

1-1

Permanent

PKG Signature

✘

Local

Centralized

Table 4: Summary of public key management approaches in NDN based on taxonomy in Figure 4
Key Management
Trust Model

Issuance

Distribution

Storage

Rollover

Revocation

NDN PKM [79]

Hierarchical

Namespace Principal

Owner / cert hosts

Owner

✘

Owner

Trust Schema [80]

Hierarchical

Designated CA

Owner

Owner

✘

✘
Issuer

NDNSSEC [74]
IBC [87]
HIBC [28]

DNS zone owner

Owner / DNS

Owner

RFC5011 [71]
RFC7583 [53]

Basic

PKG

NA

Owner / PKG

✘

✘

Hierarchical

PKG

NA

Owner / PKG

✘

✘

Hierarchical

5

of name ownership) or a namespace principal (i.e., producer) must
acquire a new identity and accordingly a new namespace. For Trust
Schema, all allocations hold as long as the local schema is considered as valid. As such, trust rules are defined once and following
modifications equal to defining a new Trust Schema. In addition,
absence of methods to link Trust Schema with another prevents
namespace delegations to other principals with their own set of
Trust Schema. As the relation between a name and its owner is not
intrinsic in any of the proposed approaches, name allocations are
all secured by some form of cryptographic attestations. For (H)IBC,
creating a private key from a namespace prefix (identity) is the
proof of allocation by the PKG (or indirectly through NRS). For
Trust Schema and NDN PKM, a trust chain that ends with a trust
anchor (TA) serves to secure name allocations. And in NDNSSEC,
all allocations are secured by DNSSEC.
Public Key Management. All but IBC rely on a hierarchical trust
model. Beside being advantageous for scalability, a hierarchical
trust model which constrains key management can also improve
security. For example, in NDN PKM [79], having a CA (same as
namespace principal) compromised does not have any negative
impacts on other namespaces. In NDNSSEC [74] and NDN PKM the
roles of namespace principal respectively DNS zone owner are the
same as the CA for that namespace. Trust Schema [80] decouples
these two roles and uses certificate names in trust rules to designate
CAs for a set of names. In contrast to the other solutions, IBC and
HIBC do not certify public keys but generate private keys. This
poses a challenge to the non-repudiation property of signature as at
least theoretically both PKG and key owner can generate signatures
for the same identity. At the same time, public keys in (H)IBC do not
require distribution and can be generated by relying parties on the
fly using only public parameters of the (root) PKG. It is noteworthy
that only NDNSSEC allow for key rollovers (although not discussed
by the authors) by relying on DNSSEC methods of rollover [53, 71].

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we contributed a systematization of knowledge on
namespace and public key management. We surveyed more than
30 NDN applications, proposed at ACM ICN 2015-2021 and related
venues, to summarize their assumptions and requirements on naming and security. Lack of consensus on naming and namespace
management among existing applications poses a potential cause
for conflict when different applications with conflicting naming
constraints should run in the same context, e.g., in a global scope.
Similarly, missing well-defined public key management, e.g., to
establish trust or to revoke compromised keys, poses a serious
hurdle to achieve confidentiality, authentication, or access control
that are based on public key cryptography. We analyzed current
research that introduces approaches to implement naming and key
management in NDN. Our comparison was structured along two
taxonomies. We observed shortcomings in namespace management
regarding authorization (constrained allocation), scalability (lack
of delegability), and scope (limited governance policies and procedure).
Open challenges on public key management relate to simplifying
bootstrapping procedures (as basis to establish trust relations) and
providing procedures for key rollover and revocation (as part of
key management). We hope that this paper serves as a systematic
guide for both improving existing approaches and highlighting
integral features and pitfalls that might arise when designing future
solutions.
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root zone to any arbitrary DNSSEC-enabled zone. Although there
are no constraints for an RP on designating arbitrary zones as trust
anchors, in practice RPs use the root zone as the single trusted third
party in DNSSEC PKI. A zone can only delegate sections of DNS
namespace under its subspace, a zone owner can only certify keys
of its immediate child zones.
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A.2

Web PKI

Based on X.509 certificates [19], Web PKI enables identification and
authentication of service endpoints over the web. Here, X.509 certificates are used to bind a subject, a real-world identity, to a public
key. Originally, a subject was intended to be represented through a
distinguished name, a unique entry in a global hierarchical directory [33]. Such global directory, however, never came into existence,
making distinguished names prone to collision and not suitable
for unique authentication or identification of the certificate holder.
This shortcoming is not an issue in Web PKI as X.509 certificates
are also bound to domain names (as globally unique identifiers).
Here, Certification Authorities (CA) certify bindings in a certificate
through their signature. A CA can also delegate its authority to
intermediate CAs, which issues a subscriber a certificate. To validate
a certificate, RPs, i.e., web clients, must first acquire certificates for
a set of trustworthy CAs through an out-of-band channel. These
certificates form the so-called trust store and are maintained by
browser vendors, operating system companies, etc. and not RPs
themselves. In general, any trusted CA can certify a public key for
any arbitrary subscriber and a single subscriber can be certified by
multiple CAs; consequently and in contrast to DNSSEC, there is
not necessarily one unique verifiable paths from a given subject or
domain name to a CA.
Various solutions have been proposed to remove the ambiguity
regarding public keys and responsible CAs for a specific domain
name. DNS Certification Authority Authorization (CAA RR) [27], for
example, allows a domain name owner to explicitly specify which
CAs are allowed to issue a certificate for that domain name. Alternatively, the DNS-Based Authentication of Named Entities (DANE)
allows describing certificates that are expected to be provided a
service endpoint (using TLSA RRs [30]). DANE practically extends
a DNSSEC trust chain to Web PKI. Finally, an RP validates a certificate as long as there is signature chain from that certificate to a
certificate in its trust store.

A

ADDITIONAL BACKGROUND ON DNS,
DNSSEC, AND WEB PKI
A.1 DNS and DNSSEC
The domain namespace [50] is managed in terms of zones, i.e., subtrees within the DNS hierarchy, and a zone administrator can delegate any branch under its sub-tree to another authority. For example, ietf.org. (“IETF Trust”) has been delegated by the management authority of the zone org. (“Public Interest Registry”).
DNSSEC [8], the DNS security extensions, introduce data origin
authentication, data integrity, and authenticated denial of existence
to DNS. DNSSEC secures domain names by binding special RRs
that allow for cryptographic verification to domain names. These
include public keys (DNSKEY), digital signatures (RRSIG), and delegation signers (DS) to reflect the DNS hierarchy.
DNSSEC keys are used to sign set of RRs of the same type (RRsets)
instead of single RRs; and the same RRset can be signed by different
keys at the same time. When a relying party recursively resolves a
name, the RP validates a zone as secure if (i) the RRsets are signed by
at least one valid key included in the DNSKEY RRset, and (ii) a chain
of trust can be established from a trust anchor (commonly the root
zone) to that zone. The root zone uses a well-known self-signed key
signing key (KSK) to sign its DNSKEYs and uses its zone signing key
(ZSK) to sign DS records for top-level domains (TLD) such as .com.
Similarly, when a second-level domain name (SLD) is delegated from
a TLD to a DNSSEC-enabled zone, at least one DS record is created
at the TLD zone upon the request of the delegated zone authority.
This iterative procedure creates unique verifiable path from the
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